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Abstract. We study preservation of -strong normalization by d and dn ,
two con uent -calculi with explicit substitutions de ned in [10]; the particularity of these calculi is that both have a composition operator for substitutions. We develop an abstract simulation technique allowing to reduce
preservation of -strong normalization of one calculus to that of another
one, and apply said technique to reduce preservation of -strong normalization of d and dn to that of f , another calculus having no composition
operator. Then, preservation of -strong normalization of f is shown using
the same technique as in [2]. As a consequence, d and dn become the
rst -calculi with explicit substitutions having composition and preserving
-strong normalization. We also apply our technique to reduce preservation
of -strong normalization of the calculus  in [14] to that of f .

1 Introduction
The -calculus is a convenient framework to study functional languages, with
evaluation modeled by the -reduction rule (x:M )N ?! M fx N g.
The main mechanism used to perform -reduction is substitution, the operation between brackets, which consists of the replacement of formal parameters by actual arguments. This operation is treated as an atomic step in the
-calculus, and is de ned in a meta level by functions external to the language. But substitutions need to be treated explicitly when implementing
functional languages, and a mechanism to deal with them becomes necessary. In -calculi with explicit substitutions, this is achieved by letting the
substitution operation be handled by symbols and reduction rules belonging to the calculus. Most calculi with explicit substitutions also use natural
numbers to represent variables (de Bruijn's indices), avoiding in this way the
systematic renaming of bound variables ( -conversion) which is necessary in
classical -calculus to guarantee the correctness of substitution.
In the following, let R-SN stand for R-strong normalization, i. e., strong
normalization of the calculus or rule R, and let K stand for K minus the

Beta rule, for any arbitrary calculus K .
The  -calculus was introduced in [1] as a bridge between the classical -

calculus and concrete implementations of functional programming languages.
Substitutions in  can be combined by a composition operator. Strong
normalization of the  -calculus is proved in [4], but  does not preserve
-SN [16]. The  -calculus is con uent on closed terms but is no longer
con uent on open terms. To overcome this, Hardin and Levy introduced the
 -calculus [9] which allows to recover the con uence property on open
terms [3]. However,  , as  , does not preserve -SN either [15].
The  -calculus [14] also implements the -calculus and it has as few
forms of substitutions as possible, eliminating the possibility of composing
substitutions;  preserves -SN [2] but it is not con uent on open terms.
Another calculus with explicit substitutions, the s -calculus [12], is inspired
by the -calculus a la de Bruijn as it explicitly handles the meta-operators
used to de ne substitutions in the de Bruijn's calculus; thus, there are no
composition operators for substitutions. s preserves -SN, however it is not
con uent on open terms; an extension of it exists [11] which is con uent on
open terms, but for which the preservation of -SN is still open.
Recently, another calculus with explicit substitutions was proposed in [17];
this calculus is con uent on open terms and preserves -SN, however, the
calculus does not only lack a composition operator for substitutions, but it
implements a particular strategy of the -calculus: the distribution of substitutions to applications is only possible if the head term is a variable. Thus,
there are some -reduction sequences in classical -calculus which can not
be simulated in the calculus.
Apparently, there is a choice between con uence on open terms, composition and preservation of -SN, which is an interesting challenge that we
partially answer in this paper: composition is possible in calculi preserving
-SN and being con uent on closed terms. We study d and dn , two different calculi with explicit substitutions initially de ned in [10]; these calculi,
do have composition, are con uent on closed terms3 and preserve -SN.
The d -calculus is inspired by the  -calculus from [18], which is in turn
inspired by [7], the di erence being that the MapEnv rule of  , namely
#(a)  s ?! * (s)  #(a[s]) is replaced here by the two following rules:
1[#(a)  s] ?! a[s] and " (#(a)  s) ?! s. This may seem irrelevant, but
it is essential to prove con uence and strong normalization of the d-calculus,
in contrast with the case of the  -calculus, for which con uence remains still
as a conjecture, and for which strong normalization does not hold, as was
3 To see why the calculi are not con uent on open terms, consider the term ((X )a)[s]
that reduces to X [#(a)  s] and X [* (s)  #(a[s])], which cannot be joined.
*

*

shown by Pierre Lescanne [13]. However, the rule MapEnv (or a similar one)
is essential if one wants to recover the con uence property on open terms,
and is at the same time, as explained in [16], the cause of non-termination
in many -calculi with explicit substitutions. Indeed, analysing [16], it seems
that the main di erence between our calculi and other calculi that do not
preserve -SN stems from the (in)existence of a rule of the form of MapEnv
in  , or Map in  .
We show that preservation of -SN of d and dn reduces to that of
another calculus, called f . The f -calculus, which can be seen as the  calculus of [14] without variables of the form n + 1, arose from transformations of the original calculi d and dn . The transformations applied to both
calculi work at two levels. First substitution composition is eliminated (and
for dn , the representation of variables is standardized), giving rise to another intermediate calculus, e . Then, we eliminate the identity substitution
from e obtaining f . Those transformations are de ned by complete rewrite
systems. Reduction sequences in d (resp. dn ) are translated, via a simulation technique, to reduction sequences in f , in such a way that f -SN is
preserved. Consequently, if f preserves -SN, so do d and dn (and the
intermediate calculus e ). It remains then to see that f does itself preserve
-SN. This is done applying the same technique used in [2]. The simulation
technique is an interesting and useful tool; we also apply it to show that
preservation of -SN of  reduces to that of f .
It would be possible to skip f (thus keeping the identity substitution) and
prove preservation of -SN of e using the technique presented in [2]. But we
prefer to work directly with f , which is, in some sense, the minimal calculus
of substitutions that one can expect to preserve -SN and to be con uent on
closed terms. Also separating the transformations as opposed to combining
both in a single transformation, allows us to break down the problem into
much simpler ones (for more technical considerations see Sec. 5).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce some notations
and de nitions and we give the syntax of all the calculi we are going to deal
with. In Sec. 3 we give the simulation technique that will be used along the
paper to show that our di erent calculi preserve -SN. Sec. 4 is devoted to the
translations used by our simulation technique: we de ne a translation from
d to e and another one from e to f . In Sec. 5 we apply the simulation
technique introduced in Sec. 3 to show that d (resp. e ) preserves e (resp.
f ) strong normalization. In Sec. 6, a translation from dn to e is given;
the translation is made in such way that makes it possible to show that dn
preserves e -SN. In Sec. 7 we show that f preserves -SN, using a technique
from [2]. This result is essential, since it allows us to conclude that d , dn ,

and e also preserve -SN (Sec. 8). In Sec. 9 we discuss some further topics,
including how to reduce preservation of -SN of  to that of f . Due to
the restrictions of space, we were forced to omit most technical proofs, the
reader willing to check the results should consult [8].

2 De nitions and Notations
A classical way to avoid -conversion problems in -calculus, is to use the
de Bruijn's notation [5, 6] for -terms, where names of variables are replaced
by natural numbers. Hence, the set of -terms (also called pure terms) is
de ned by the following grammar:

N aturals n ::= 1 j n + 1
P ure Terms a ::= n j aa j a
In -calculi with explicit substitutions, objects denoting substitutions are

incorporated to the language explicitly, as well as manipulation of substitutions, which is incorporated via a set of rewrite rules. This syntactic presentation is de ned, for the calculi we are going to present, as follows:

De nition 1 Substitution Signatures. Let us consider two distinguished
symbols T (for terms) and S (for substitutions). A substitution declaration is
a (possibly empty) word over the alphabet fT ; Sg. A substitution signature
is de ned to be a signature  (a set of symbols) such that every symbol in
 is equipped with an arity n and a declaration of length n. We usually write
 : hn; 1 : : :n i if  has arity n and declaration 1 : : :n .
De nition 2 Substitution Language. The set of objects over a substitution
signature  is de ned to be the union of objects of sort T and S . They are

constructed in the following way:
 If n is a natural number, then n, called a variable, is of sort T .
 If a and b are of sort T , then (a b), called an application, is of sort T .
 If a is of sort T , then (a), called an abstraction, is of sort T .
 If a is of sort T , s is of sort S , then a[s], called a closure, is of sort T .
 If every fi is of sort i, and  : hn; 1 : : :ni, then (f1; : : :; fn), called
a substitution, is of sort S .
For each substitution language W , the set of objects of sort T is denoted
by TW , and called the set of terms of W . Similarly, SW , the set of substitutions of W , denotes the set of objects of sort S . OW stands for TW [ SW .

We omit parenthesis when association is clear from the context. If W is
a substitution language and s is a substitution of W , [s]n denotes the concatenation of substitutions [s] : : : [s], assuming that [s]0 denotes the empty

|n {ztimes}

word. We also use the following notation for multiple applications of a unary
substitution operator:  0(s) = s and  n+1 (s) =  ( n (s)).
We write W for the set of rewriting rules of the -calculus W , and simply
W for the set W ? Beta. The notations ?!R and =R are used to denote
resp., R-reduction and R-equality, where R can be either a set of rewrite
rules or a single rule. We abbreviate R-strong normalization to R-SN, and
R-strongly normalizing to R-sn. Finally we note that both reduction rules
and reductions we are interested in, apply to objects of the appropriate sort,
the ones constructed by our grammars.
We now introduce the rewriting rules of the calculi d, dn , e and f .
The signature associated to the substitution language of the d -calculus is
given by the set f#; *; ; "; idg, where # : h1; T i, *: h1; Si,  : h2; SSi,
": h0; i and id : h0; i; note that these declarations apply to other calculi as
well. The set of reduction rules of the d -calculus is given in table 1; these
rules can be decomposed into two disjoint sets of rewriting rules:

(Beta)
(a)b
?!
(App)
(a b)[s]
?!
(Lambda) (a)[s]
?!
(Clos)
(a[s])[t]
?!
?!
(FV ar1) 1[#(a)]
(FV ar2) 1[#(a)  s]
?!
(FV arLift1) 1[* (s)]
?!
(FV arLift2) 1[* (s)  t]
?!
(Ass)
(s1  s2 )  s3 ?!
(Shift1) " #(a)
?!
(Shift2) " (#(a)  s) ?!
(ShiftLift1) "  * (s)
?!
(ShiftLift2) " (* (s)  t) ?!
(Lift1)
* (s) * (t)
?!
(Lift2)
* (s)  (* (t)  u) ?!
(IdL)
id  s
?!
(IdR)
s  id
?!
(LiftId) * (id)
?!
(Id)
a[id]
?!

a[#(b)]
(a[s] b[s])
(a[* (s)])
a[s  t]
a
a[s]
1
1[t]
s1  (s2  s3 )
id
s
s "
s  (" t)
* (s  t)
* (s  t)  u
s
s
id
a

Table 1. Reduction rules of the d -calculus.

(V arShift1) n["]
?!
(V arShift2) n[" s]
?!
(RV ar1) n + 1[#(a)] ?!
(RV ar2) n + 1[#(a)  s] ?!
(RV arLift1) n + 1[* (s)] ?!
(RV arLift2) n + 1[* (s)  t] ?!

n+1
n + 1[s]
n
n[s]
n[s "]
n[s  (" t)]

Table 2. Additional reduction rules for the dn -calculus (see also table 1).

(Beta)
(a)b
?!
(App)
(a b)[s]
?!
(Lambda) (a)[s]
?!
(FV ar) 1[#(a)]
?!
?!
(FV arLift) 1[*i(s)] i
(Shift) a[*i (")][*i+1(#(b))] ?!
(ShiftLift) a[* (")][* (s)] ?!
(LiftId) a[*i+1 (id)]
?!
(Id)
a[id]
?!

a[#(b)]
(a[s] b[s])
(a[* (s)])
a
1 i
a[* (id)]
a[*i (s)][*i (")]
a[*i (id)]
a

Table 3. Reduction rules of the e -calculus

 system A, with rules Beta, App, Lambda, FV arLift1, FV arLift2,
FV ar1, FV ar2, Shift1, Shift2, ShiftLift1, ShiftLift2, IdL, IdR,
LiftId and Id;
 system B, which contains rules Clos, Ass, Lift1 and Lift2.
The signature associated to the dn -calculus is the same as before. Reduction rules of the dn -calculus are those given for the d -calculus in table 1
plus some additional rules for handling constants of the form n; the additional rules are given in table 2. The set of rules of the dn -calculus can be

decomposed into two disjoint sets of rewriting rules:
 system An, with rules Beta, App, Lambda, FV arLift1, FV arLift2,
FV ar1, FV ar2, Shift1, Shift2, ShiftLift1, ShiftLift2, IdL, IdR,
LiftId, Id, RV ar1, RV ar2, RV arLift1 and RV arLift2;
 system Bn , which contains rules Clos, Ass, Lift1, Lift2, V arShift1
and V arShift2.
In e there is no substitution composition, so the signature associated to
the substitution language of this calculus is f#; *; "; idg. The reduction rules

?! a[#(b)]
d (((aaa bb))[)[b** (#(
(")]
?! (a[* (")] b[* (")])
c))]
?! (a[* (#(c))] b[* (#(c))])
d ) ((aa)[)[** ((#(")]c))] ?!
(Lambda
(a[* (")])
?! (a[* (#(c))])
(FV ar) 1[#(a)]
?! a
(FV d
arLift) 1[* (")]
?! 1
1[* (#(a))]
?! 1
(Shift) a[* (")][* (#(b))] ?! a[* (id)]
d ) aa[[** (("")][)][** ((#(")]b))] ?!
(ShiftLift
a[* (")][* (")]
?! a[* (#(b))][* (")]

(Beta)
(App)

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

+1
i+1

i

i

+1
+1

i

i

gg
gg

i

i

i

i

i j

i j

i

i j

i j

+ +1
+ +1

+
+

i

i

Table 4. Reduction rules of the C -calculus

(App)
(a b)[*i (id)]
?!
(Lambda) (a)[*i (id)]
?!
(FV arLift) 1[*i+1 (id)]
?!
(ShiftLift) a[*ii+1(")][*i+j+1 (id)] ?!
(LiftId) a[* (id)]
?!
(Id)
a[id]
?!

(a[*i (id)] b[*i (id)])
(a[*i+1 (id)])
1
a[*i+j (id)][*i (")]
a[*i (id)]

a

Table 5. Reduction rules of the D-calculus

of e are given in table 3 (the system is in nite since i ranges over IN). The
reduction rules of e originate two disjoint in nite sets of rewriting rules C
and D, shown in tables 4 and 5, resp. (i and j range over IN). Even though
e does not coincide, syntactically speaking, with the calculus C [ D, when
we consider reductions on objects constructed by our grammar, the reduction
relations de ned by both calculi are the same, i. e.,
If p; p0 2 Te , then p ?!e p0 if and only if p ?!C [D p0 .
(1)
As a consequence, from now on we will indistinctly use e or C [ D.
In f there is no substitution composition, nor identity substitution, so the
signature associated to the substitution language of f is the set f#; *; "g.
The reduction rules of f are given in table 6 (i ranges over IN).
A variable n + 1 (n  1) is represented by the term 1[" (" (: : :  "))]

{z }
|n times

{z }
| n times

in d , and the term 1["] : : : ["] in e and f ; in every case we can assume
the same set of pure terms, given in Sec. 2.

(Beta)
(a)b
?!
(App)
(a b)[s]
?!
(Lambda) (a)[s]
?!
(FV ar) 1[#(a)]
?!
(FV arLift) 1[*i(s)] i
?!
(Shift) a[*i (")][*i+1(#(b))] ?!
(ShiftLift) a[* (")][* (s)] ?!

a[#(b)]
(a[s] b[s])
(a[* (s)])
a
1
a
a[*i (s)][*i (")]

Table 6. Reduction rules of the f -calculus

3 The Simulation Technique
We present the abstract simulation technique used in the rest of the paper.

De nition 3. Let A = hO; Ri and B = hO0; R0i be two abstract reduction
systems such that O0  O. We say that A preserves B -SN (or that R
preserves R0 -SN), if every a 2 O0 which is B -sn (R0 -sn), is also A-sn (R-sn).
Theorem 4. Let R = hO; R1 [R2 i be an abstract reduction system such that
R2 is strongly normalizing and there exists a reduction system S = hO0; R0i,
with O0  O, and a translation T from O to O0 such that T (a) = a, for
any a 2 O0 , and a ?!R1 b implies T (a)?!+ R T (b); a ?!R2 b implies
T (a) = T (b). Then R1 [ R2 preserves R0-strong normalization.4
0

4 The Translations
In this section we present the transformations that allow us to go from d
to f via the intermediate calculus e . The rst transformation is de ned by
the complete rewrite system de and allows us to eliminate substitution composition from d . The second transformation is de ned by the also complete
system ef , and allows us to eliminate the identity substitution from e .

From d to e
The following in nite system will be used to translate d to e :

(de)

a[*i (s  t)] ?! a[*i (s)][*i (t)] (i  0)
We state some properties enjoyed by the system de.

4 Note that some conditions can be weakened. Namely instead of requiring that for any

a 2 O , T (a) = a, we can require that T (O )  O and that T respects strong
normalization, i. e., T (a) is R -strongly normalizing, if a 2 O is.
0

0

0

0

0

Lemma 5. The system de ned by the rules de is con uent and strongly
normalizing. Furthermore if a 2 Td then de(a) 2 Te , where de(a) is the
normal form of a with respect to de.
Lemma 5 tells us that the system de de nes a function, namely the function that associates to each object its unique normal form wrt de. From now
on we use the notation de(s) meaning the normal form of s wrt system de.
The previous lemma also tells us that de-normal forms of terms from Td do
not contain substitution composition.

From e to f
The following in nite system will be used to translate e to f :

(ef )

a[*i (id)] ?! a (i  0)

Lemma 6. The system ef is con uent and strongly normalizing. Furthermore
if a 2 Te then ef (a) 2 Tf , where ef (a) is the normal form of a wrt ef .
Just like the system de, the system ef de nes a function that associates to
each object in Oe its normal form wrt ef . It also states that ef -normal forms
of terms of Te , do not contain the substitution id.

5 Simulating the d -calculus
We show that d preserves f -SN. For that, we proceed in two steps, by
showing rst that d preserves e -SN, and then, that e preserves f -SN.

d preserves e -strong normalization
We consider the partition A [ B of the d -calculus; B is a sub-calculus of
*, which is strongly normalizing [9], so we can state:

Proposition 7. The B -calculus is strongly normalizing.
Lemma 8. Let p; p0 be objects in Od such that p ?! p0.
1. If p 2 Td , then p ?!A p0 implies de(p0)?!+  de(p0), and p ?!B p0
implies de(p0) = de(p0).
2. 8d 2 Te if d[p] 2 Td , then 8i  0 :
p ?!A p0 implies de(d[*i (p)])?!+  de(d[*i (p0)])
p ?!B p0 implies de(d[*i (p)]) = de(d[*i (p0)])
d

e

e

Corollary 9. Let a; b 2 Td . If a ?!A b, then de(a)?!+  de(b), and if
a ?!B b, then de(a) = de(b).
Corollary 10. d preserves e -strong normalization.
Proof. Since t 2 Te does not contain occurrences of the symbol , then
de(t) = t. Combining this with proposition 7 and corollary 9 allows us to use
theorem 4 (with O as Td , R1 as A, R2 as B , O0 as Te , R0 as e and T as
de), to conclude that d preserves e-strong normalization.
e preserves f -strong normalization
We will actually prove that the (C [ D)-calculus preserves f -SN. Due to the
fact 1, in Sec. 2, we can then immediately conclude that e preserves f -SN.
Proposition 11. The D-calculus is strongly normalizing.
e

For a proof of the previous result, see [8]. As in lemma 8 one can show:
Lemma 12. Let p; p0 be terms in Te such that p ?!e p0 . Then, p ?!C p0
implies ef (p)?!+ f ef (p0), and p ?!D p0 implies ef (p) = ef (p0 ).
As remarked in Sec. 2, fact 1, whenever p and p0 are terms in Te , then
p ?!e p0 if and only if p ?!C[D p0 . As a consequence, we have:
Corollary 13. The calculus e preserves f -strong normalization.
Proof. For t 2 Tf , ef (t) = t, since t does not contain occurrences of the
identity substitution. Combining this with proposition 11 and lemma 12 allows us to use theorem 4 (with O as Te , R1 as C , R2 as D, O0 as Tf , R0
as f and T as ef ) to conclude that C [ D preserves f -SN. Due to the
observation above, the result follows.

Some considerations about the transformations
We make some relevant comments on the strategy used. Our aim is to prove
-SN of the d-calculus, so we transform this calculus by eliminating both
substitution composition and the identity substitution, and this is done in
two steps via the complete rewrite systems de and ef . It is possible to put
these systems together to form a system, say DF , that turns out to be
also complete. Therefore this system DF would de ne a function we could
use to translate the calculus d into the calculus f . The problem is that
instead of obtaining a simple partition of d like the systems A and B , we
obtain a partition that is constituted by two conditional rewrite systems. By
separating the transformation, we obtain one more calculus but the solution
is cleaner and de nitively simpler, since no conditional systems are involved.

6 Simulating the dn -calculus
Preservation of -SN of the dn -calculus can also be reduced to preservation
of -SN of the e -calculus (for pure terms). The proof follows closely the
proof of the same result for the d -calculus: one de nes a translation from
the dn -calculus to the e -calculus, and proves that dn preserves e -SN.
To de ne the translation, consider the following in nite rewrite system:

(dne)

a[*i (s  t)] ?! a[*i (s)][*i (t)] (i  0)
n+1
?! 1["]n (n  1)

The system dne is con uent and strongly normalizing; furthermore

Lemma 14. If a 2 Tdn then dne(a) 2 Te .
In order to apply the simulation techniques, one needs the following:

Lemma 15. Let p; p0 be objects in Odn such that p ?! p0 . Then
?!A p0 implies dne(p)?!+  dne(p0)
1. If p is a term, then pp ?!
B p0 implies dne(p) = dne(p0 )
2. If p is an object, then for every d 2 Te such that d[p] 2 Tdn , and every
A p0 implies dne(d[*i (p)])?!+  dne(d[*i (p0)])
i  0 we have pp ?!
?! p0 implies dne(d[*i (p)]) = dne(d[*i (p0)])
dn

n

e

n

n

e

Bn

Corollary 16. Let a 2 Tdn . If a ?!A b, then dne(a)?!+  dne(b), and if
a ?!B b, then dne(a) = dne(b).
n

e

n

In order to see that the dn -calculus preserves e -SN, we still need to
show that the the Bn -calculus is strongly normalizing. This is stated in the
following proposition (for the full proof see [8]).

Proposition 17. The Bn -calculus is strongly normalizing.
Corollary 18. The dn -calculus preserves e -strong normalization.
Proof. If t 2 Te , t does not contain occurrences of the symbol  nor any
variable n + 1, so dne(t) = t. Combining this with proposition 17 and corollary 16 allows us to use theorem 4 (with O as Tdn , R1 as An , R2 as Bn , O0
as Te , R0 as e and T as dne), to conclude that dn preserves e -SN.

7 Preservation of -Strong Normalization of the f -calculus
We show that the f -calculus preserves -SN for pure terms. The proof
technique used is a minimality construction similar to the one used in [2].

Theorem 19. The f -calculus is strongly normalizing and con uent.
So the system f de nes a function, namely the function that given any
object in Of associates to it its unique normal form wrt the f -calculus.
Proposition 20. For every object p in Of , (1) if p is a term, then f (p) is a
pure term; and (2) for every pure term d, if d[p] 2 Tf , then for every i  0,
f (d[*i (p)]) is a pure term.
Corollary 21. f -normal forms of terms are pure terms.
Theorem 22 Projection Lemma. Let a; b be terms in Tf . If a ?!Beta b,
then f (a)?! f (b).
For a proof of the previous result, we refer the reader to [8].
A position in an object o 2 Of is a word over f1; 2g satisfying:
 oj = o ( is the empty word);
 ojp 1 = a, if ojp is either (ab), a, a[s], #(a) or * (a);
 ojp 2 = b, if ojp is either (ab) or a[b].
The set of all positions of an object o is denoted by Pos(o). We want to
distinguish between external and internal positions. Intuitively, internal positions are the positions that occur inside [ ] symbols; external positions are the
positions occurring outside the outermost [ ] symbol. Given a term t 2 Tf ,
the set of its external, resp. internal, positions is denoted by Ext(t), resp.
Int(t). These sets are inductively de ned as follows:
 if t = 1, then Ext(t) = fg and Int(t) = ;;
 if t = (a b), then Ext(t) = f1  pj p 2 Ext(a)g[f2  pj p 2 Ext(b)g[fg,
and Int(t) = f1  pj p 2 Int(a)g [ f2  pj p 2 Int(b)g;
 if t = a, then Ext(t) = f1  pj p 2 Ext(a)g [ fg, and Int(t) =
f1  pj p 2 Int(a)g;
 if t = a[s] then Ext(t) = f1  pj p 2 Ext(a)g [ fg, and Int(t) =
f1  pj p 2 Int(a)g [ f2  pj p 2 Pos(s)g.
It is not dicult to see that a position in a term is either internal or
external, i. e., for any term t 2 Tf , Pos(t) = Ext(t)[Int(t). Furthermore the
notion of external/internal can be extended to reduction steps. For a1 ; a2 2
Tf , we say that the reduction is external (resp. internal) and denote it by




ext a (resp. a ?!
int a ) if a ?! a and the reduction occurs at an
a1 ?!
2
1
2
1
2
external (resp. internal) position in a1 .

Proposition 23. Let a; b 2 Tf . If a ?!ext
Beta b then f (a)?!+ f (b).
Lemma 24 Commutation Lemma. Let a; b 2 Tf be such that f (a) is -sn
ext
int : ?!
ext b, then a ?!
int b.
+ : ?!
and f (a) = f (b). If a ?!

f

f
f

f

Lemma 25 Iterative Commutation Lemma. [2] Let a0 ;    ; an be n + 1
terms in Tf , such that f (a0 ) is -sn and f (ai ) = f (aj ), for all 0  i; j  n;
int
n;ext
ext a , for all 0  i  n ? 1. Then a ?!
int
and ai ?!  ?!
f i+1
0
f  (?!
ext ) a .
[ ?!
f
n
Lemma 26. Let a be a -sn pure term. For every in nite f -derivation a =
b0 ?! b1 ?! b2 ?! : : :, there exists N  0 such that for i  N
all the reduction steps bi ?! bi+1 are internal.
Theorem 27. If a is a -sn pure term, then it is f -sn.
f

f

f

f

f

f

The previous result is the main result of this section and relies heavily
on the preceding ones. The proof proceeds by contradiction; we admit there
is an in nite f -derivation minimal in some sense and arrive at a smaller
derivation. Many details have been left out; the reader should consult [8].

8 d and dn preserve -strong normalization
We present our main result: preservation of -SN by d and dn .

Theorem 28. If a is a -sn pure term, then it is e , d and dn -sn.
Proof. Let a be a -sn pure term. By theorem 27, a is also f -sn and since
e preserves f -SN (by corollary 13), we conclude that a is e-sn. Since d
preserves e -SN (by corollary 10), we conclude that a is d -sn, and since dn
preserves e -SN (by corollary 18), we conclude that a is dn -sn.

9 Further topics
Preservation of -SN of the  -calculus also reduces to preservation of SN of the f -calculus. The proof can be done using the same simulation
technique explained in sections 3 and 5, where the system used to translate
the  -calculus to the f -calculus is given by the following rewrite system:

(vf )

n + 1 ?! 1["]n (n  1)

Consider the V arShift rule of  , de ned as n["] ?! n + 1; taking
O as T , R1 as  ? V arShift, R2 as V arShift, O0 as Tf , R0 as f and
T as vf in theorem 4, we can state that  preserves f -SN. and so we can
conclude that, as shown in [2],  preserves -SN.
We have shown preservation of -SN of two di erent -calculi with explicit
substitutions (d and dn ) which have composition of substitutions and are
con uent on closed terms. For the proof, an abstract simulation technique
was developed to reduce -SN of these calculi to that of another one. We
applied this technique to show that, not only preservation of -SN for d
and dn , but also for  , reduces to preservation of -SN of f , which is a
very simple calculus containing no composition and no identity substitution.
Thus, f becomes the minimal calculus of explicit substitutions that one can
expect to preserve -SN and to be con uent on closed terms, while d and
dn become the rst -calculi with explicit substitutions having composition,
being con uent on closed terms and preserving -SN.
Next challenge concerns the de nition of a calculus in the same spirit of
d (having composition and preserving -SN) but being con uent on open
terms. We are also interested in a general scheme for substitution calculi as
the one de ned in [10] to study preservation of -SN from a more abstract
point of view. Finally, it would be interesting to investigate which are the
abstract functional machines that one can encode using d or dn .
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